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The Political.Economy of United States 
and European Community Agricultural Trade 

Political economy models of trade combine a number of features. To reflect the 
differing political power of groups in society, it is .usually assumed that government policy 
decisions are made by maximizing a weighted function of the each of the group 's welfare. 
Economic power considerations are often modeled in order to capture the impact that large 
countries or rums area.bletoexen on the .market. The introduction of economic power also 
entails the use of game theory, since with economic power,countries or rums will be able to 
act strategically. Finally, political economy models usually involve a consideration of the 
institutional framework that is in place, whether this be in the fonn of specifying property 

rights or whether it is to limit the set of policy instruments that can be used in the analysis. It 

should be pointed out thath is this combination,rather than anyone specific feature, that sets 
political economy models apan from more standard economic models. 

The features listed above are imponant when it comes to understanding agricultural 
trade between the United States (US) and the European Community (EC) •. Rausser and 
Freebairnt Rausser and de Goner,. and Gardner (among others) have incorporated a weighting 
of the welfare of interest groups in their models of US .agricultural policy. The weighting of 
interest group welfare in both the US and theEC has been carried out by Vanzettiand 
Kennedy,.Paarlbergand Abbott. and Sanis and Freebairn in the context of international 
wheat trade models incorporating numerous imponers and exporters. In addition to 
incorporating welfare weights, these studies have also introduced market power 

considerations. The consideration of market power in models of the international grain 
market has also be argued for by McCalla, Alaouze et.a1. t Caner and Schmitz, Karp .and 

~fcCalla, and Kolstad and Bums (among many others). 
Intenns of institutional structure, agricultural policy in both the US and the EC has 

evolved over a long period of time. As a consequence, while minor changes in .the level of 
policy instruments maybepossiblet changes in the type of policy instruments that can be 

considered can often be ruled out. Runge and von Witzke argue, for instance, that while 
institutional change in theEC is possible, it will be long and arduous. Tracy makes 
essentially the same point in his. analysis of the changes that have occurred in the Common 
Agriculture Policy (CAP) over the past 20 years. While he notes that support prices in the EC 

have fallen and surpluses have diminished, he also points out that no fundamental reform of 
the CAP is likely. 

For the US, Rausserpoints out that ~l obtain major changes in agricultural policy , the 

relative political power of different interest groups will have to change dramatically. 

Although he does not rule out such changes, the point remains that this will be much more 

difficult than achieving incremental changes in the existing policyinstrumertts. This point is 
further underlined by noting Lat the broad elements of recent (and not-s<rrecent) US Farm 
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Bills had their origins in the agricultural refonns of the 1930s which contained provisions for 
price suppons, export subsidies and production controls (Hadwiger). 

The purpose of this paper is to develop a political economy model of agricultural 
trade between the US.and theEC that incorporates the elements outlined above. The US and 
the EC are chosen for the analysis because they are the main players in the agricuhuraltrade 
talks .at GATT. In addition t the focus of the analysis will L~ on the wheat trade. Wheat is 
chosen because of its importance in both the GA TI negotiations and in trade relationships 
between the US .and the EC. 

More specifically, this paper develops a political economy model that is used to 

explain in general tenns the wheat policies introduced in the US and theEC over the past 30 
years. In order to provide this explanation, it is necessary to incorporate political factors into 

the model. This is done by assuming that agricultural producers in both the US and the EC 
have considerable political power. Consumers .are assumed to generally lack political power, 

particularly in the .EC where agricultural policy is structured so that consumers pay the 
internally set price. US consumers, incontrast,areassumed to pay the world price. 

Modeling this difference in consumer prices not only reflects the historical record, but 
is an indication of a different institutional.structure in place in .thetwo regions. The paper 
shows that this institutional structure limits the types of policies that can be adopted in the 

two regions. A major conclusion is that without major institutional change, the range of 

potential policy solutions agreeable to both the US and the EC is resnicted. 

Given the importance of the US and .the EC in the world wheat market, it is assumed 
that both regions are aware of their market power and take account of it when making 
domestic policy decisions. It is assumed that the two regions adopt a non-cooperative 
strategy. The institutional changes that would be .required to .havethe US and the ECbehave 
cooperatively are also examined. 

The structure of the paper is as follows. The next section of the paper outlines the 
behaviour of the US and the EC in the world wheat trade since the early 196Os. This is done 
by separating the period into four sub-periods, each of which can be characterized by the 
relationship between the world price and the domestic price in the ECand the US, by the 
status of.each region as an importer or an exporter, .and by each.region's world market share. 
A mathematical model of the wheat trade between the US and theEC is then developed. This 
model incorporates the political economy aspects outlined above. This model is then shown 

to be capable of explaining the major elements of trade between the two regions as outlined 

in the earlier section. The paper concludes with a discussion of the implications this model 

has for the likelihood of major policy changes in the two regions. 

Domestic Wheat Policies and the World Wheat Trade: 1960-1990 
The world wheatttade has changed dramatically over the last 30 years. Toexarnine 

these changes and to relate them .to the domestic policies of the US and.the EC, it is useful to 
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divide the period from 1960 to 1990 into four sub-periods= the 19605; themid-1970s;thelate 
1970sleady 1980s; and the late 1980s. Tables 1 and 2 present data on .prices, production, 
exports. and imports, and market share foJ;' the ECandthe US during these sub<-periods. 

It isgeneraUyargued that during most of the 1960s, the world price was raised above 

the free traejeprice as a result of the actions of the ,US and Canada (see McCalla). rnthe US, 
a combination of acreageset·asides and target price payments were used to reduce output. 
This reduction in output resulted in a ~elatively low US market share. The EC was a large net 
importer of wheat. accounting for between 10 and 20 percent of world wheat imports. The 
EC domestic price established under the CAP was above the world price. 

By (he late 196Os, world. wheat prices began to fall- partly as ~.result of increased 

production intbeEC and elsewhere in the world (e.g,. Australia). and partly as a result of a 
breakdown in cooperation between the US and Canada (see Alaouze et al.). This drop in 
prices was Short-lived. however. as production shortfalls and increased purchases in the early 
1970sresulted in a sharp price jump. 

Along with the price increase tha~ occurred in 1973 went other changes. In the US, 
acreageset .. asides were removed and the US share of the world marketro$e substantially. 
Target prices were reduced so that they were no longer effective and fanners were advised to 

"plant fench-row to fench .. row. "For the first time in decades~ fanners in the lJS were 
responding to the world market price. For EC fanners, domestk policies also had less of an 
effect as the world. price rose (oroughty the same level as the internal "price. As .aresult of 
substantial increases in production over the previous teuto fifteen years.theEC was now 
virtually self-SUfficient in wheatprocluction. 

The late 1970sand early 1980s saw a return to the type of behavior exhibited by the 
Ee and the US during the 196Os. The US.again introduced acreage set-asides anctbegan to 
hold stocks, whHe both the IO.anrate and.thetarget price were increased. The US market 
shareaiso began. to slip, particularly after 1981. This behavior suggests that the US was once 
again attempting to increase the world market price above the free trade level through it~ 
domestic policy. In the EC,the maintenance of a relatively high iruernal price meant that this 
price was now substantially above the world price. As a result, EC production continued to 
expand, with theresuIt that the EChad become a net exporter by the end of the 1970s, had 
captured. approximately 10 percent of the export trade by the early 19805, and had a fifteen 

percent market share by 1985. Although the EC maintained its intemaJprice above the world 
price over this period. the level of this price did begin to decline by about 1983. 

Passage of the 1985 US Farm Bill signalled the beginning of the :ate 1980s sub
period. In an effort to obtain a greater market share. the US reduced the loan rate . .by 25 

percent. The result was a substantial drop in the world price. Farmers in the US Were 

protected ·from this falI,however, because the target price was maintained .at the level of the 

early 1980s. Because the USmaintajned its acreage set-aside program, US production 
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remained relatively level. This, combined with a relatively constant market share,meant that 
the US continued to hold stocks. 

In spite of the reduction in the EC domestic price,EC output and world market share 
remained essentially constant.Inre~ponse to these events,the US began to subsidize exports 
using the Export Enhancement Program (EEP), particularly to countries that. were EC 
customers. The effect of .the EEP was to drive down· the world price to the point where it was 
below the free-trade level (Tyers and Anderson. Roningenand Dixit). 

The events and behavior sketched above 'represent 'the major elements that have lobe 
explained with a polidcaleconomy trade model. The next section develops this model. 

APolitical Economy Model of USIEC Trade 
Aconunontheme and finding in the political economy of agriculture literature is that 

fanngroups have managed to pressure government to put in place a set of policies that are 
favourable to them. In this paper it is assumed that the objective in both the EC .and the US is 
to maximize the welfare of producers, less any government costs associated with the 
agricultural policy • As will be seen, itisnecessary to give more weight to producers than to 
consumers in order to obtain results that are consistent with the events of the last 30 years. In 
an effort to keep the analysis simple, the weight attached loconsumer welfare is assumed tp 
be zero. 

Thepolitical.aspect of the problem is further captured by allowing for different ty}',es 
of policies in the US and theEC. More .specifically, it is assumed that consumers in the US 
pay the world price for.agricuIrural products. while consumers In the ECpay the domestic 
producer price that is established in~rnally. In addition to reflecting thecunent policy 
regimes in the two regions, this difference in policy indicates a difference in the institutional 
environment between the US and the EC. More precisely, consumers in the EC ~ assumed 

to be willing to pay a higher price for food than their counterpatts in the US. Among the 

reasons for this willingness .ate a desire for food security, a recognition 'that agricultural 
policy acts in many respects as social policy , and the recognition that even with such a policy 

in place, food costs represent a declining share of household expenditures. 
Given these institutional constraints, the focus of agricultural pelicy in both the US 

and the Ee is to choose a level of domestic producer prices that maximizes the objecti"e 
functions outlined above. In choosing an internal price, it i5 assumed that each region 
recognizes that their policies affect the world price. More specifically, if the world price is 

affected by internal policies, and the level of the world price influences the ability of a region 

to achieve .its.domestic goals, then it is assumed that both the ECand the US will adjust their 

domestic policies accordingly_ 

The effect of US and EC production on the world price can be fonnulated explicitly 

by assuming thatthe US and theEC face a linear demand curve for their exports 
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where: 

r = a .. b[(x-x<i>+(Y-Ycf}] 

r = world price 
x. = total production in the US 
xd = domestic consumption in the US 
y=total production in the EC 
Y d = dornesticconsumption in the EC 
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Equation (1) can be interpreted as the excess demand curve from the rest of the world, 
assuming thatall.the imponersand exporters are price-takers. 1 Note that equation (1) also 
gives the world price when the EC is an importer. In this case the excess demand curve 
facing the US shifts out by an amount -b(Y-Yd), where y < Yd. For the EC, equation (1) can be 

interpreted as the excess supply curve facing thatregion.2 

Domestic consumption in both regions is assllmed be inelastic, i.e •• xdand Ydare 
presumed fiXed. The impIicationof this is that while changes in the price paid by consumers 
affect consumers' welfare, it does not affect domestic consumption. Relaxing this assumption 
does not change the qualitative results of the model. 

As outlined above, the internal policies of the US and the ECarecharacterized by the 
level of the producer price established by the respectivegovemments. Production in both 

regions isa linear function of these prices, ie., 

(2) x=a+(3q forx<xmax 

(3) fory<ymax 

where q is the internal price in the US and p is the internal price in the EC. The values Xmax 

and Ymax represent the rnaximumproduction attainable in the two countries in the short run. 

In effect. the supply curves are assumed to be vertical at xmaxand Ymax, reflecting the 
presence of a supply capacity. The prices at which the supply curves become vertical are 

qrnax andpmax. respectively. Substituting equations (2).and (3) into equation (1) allows the 
the world price to be written as a function oithe internal prices 

J This fonnulation can be modified .to reflect other countries or regions in .the world exerting market power (see, 

for example •• Cartef.and Schmitz, Alacuze et aI •• Karp and McCalla. Vanzettiand Kennedy). As mentioned 

above, Canada is thought.to have played an important role in the world wheat trade in the 19605. Given the 

desire to focus on the US.and.lhe EC and a need to keep the modelrelatively simple. this. aspect has not been 

explicitly incorporated into the paper. 

2Karadininis provides a .connulation of a price equation similar to this in his study ora model of oligopoly 

buyers and sellers. 
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(4) 

Indetenniningthe internal price to establish, the United States is assumed to 
max.imize the producer surplus of fanners, less the costs of any government expenditures 
required 10 obtain this surplus, Le., 

(5) 
max 

q 

~ V=cxq + 2 - (q-r)x 

where V is the value of benefits to the US.3 
Two features of this formulation are wonh highlighting. The flI'St is that the level of 

government expenditures is calculated on the basis of total US production (x). This implicitly 
assumes that US consumers are paying the world price. The second feature is that the internal 
price,q, can be greater than or .less than the world price, r. If the inte01alprice is greater than 
the world price (q > r),then the government is.required to make uptbe difference through a 

price support payment or an cxpolt subsidy. If the internal price is less than tile world price (q 
< r),then two possibilities exist. One option is for the .government to tax fanners by an 
amount equal to the difference between q and .r, ie., impose,an export tax. In this case, 
fanners receive .the domestic price q, while the govemment obtains revenues equal to (r- q)x. 
The oUter option is for fannersto.receive the world price, while the government imposes a 
restriction on output(e~g.t .acreage controls) sotllat production is limitedtox='(l +J3q. 

The problem facing the EC is similar to that facing the US, with the exception that 
consumers pay the internal price. The implication of consumers paying the internal price is 
that government expenditures are calculated on the difference between domestic production 
and consumption (y-ya). The problem thcEC policy makers face is 

(6) 
max 

p 

2 
W = Op +'1f -(p-r)(y-yd> 

where W is the value of benefits to theEC. Note thatp, like q, can be .greater ,than or less than 
r. The policy mechanisms of.achieving a panicular internal price are .similar to those outlined 

in the discussion of the US problem. 
The frrst order-conditions for the two players are 

2 
3If.a < 0, then the correct form of eql'oation (5) contains a conS1ant. ".~~. This constant disappc:arson 

differentiation with respect to qandcan therefore be omitted wi Lhout any loss of generality. 
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(7) (JV(Jx ar ax 
'oq '=.<X +.~q- X - qoq + Xoq +.raq= 0 

(8) oW... ~ Or.dv 
op =8 + 'Y p - Y + Yd-Pap + (Y-Yd)op + tap = 0 

Sinc~ it is assumed that the USandthe.EC areplaying.a non-cooperative game, the Nash 
equilibrium is appropriate. The Nash equilibrium for this problem is obtained by leningOqlop 
= apldq=O when evaluating or/(Jqand or@p. Using this infonnationalong with equations 
(2), (3),and (4) allows equation (7) to be written as 

(9) r- bx=q 

whUeequation (8) can be rewritten as 

(10) b + 
Yd(l+by) 

r - y ... y =p. 

Equation (9) implies that the internal price in the US is less than the world price and 
that U Soutput is .restricted,either by an expon tax or as .theresuIt of production restrictions. 
This is a .standard result ofan oligopoly model- namely, that a player with market power 
will reduce output to increase price. It is argued below .that a reduction in output has been 
characteristic orus .agricultural policy over much of the last 30 years. 

Equation (10). in contrast, .allows for the internal price in the .EC to be either less than 
or greater than the world price. For instance, if yS Yd,then.p will exceed r. This, of course, 
represents the relationship between .the world ·price and the internal EC price when .the Ee 
was anetinlpprter of wbeat .. Even when theEe is a net exponer (ie~, y> YtU, however, the 
internal price can exceed the world priceifYdrepresents a reasonably .Iarge proponion of 
domestic production and/or if "I is relatively small. 

Contrary to intuition, .therefore, it may be optimal for the EC (even when it has 
market power) loser its internal price .abovethe world price. To see why this result occurs. 
consider Figure 1. Suppose that the world price is r (detenninedby US exponsx-Xd) and that 
initially the EChas no domestic policy, ie., both .producers and consumers in the Be face the 
world price. Assume also that at the world price, domestic production equals domestic 
consumption. Producers earn returns equal to the .area below rand to the left of the BC supply 
curve, sec, while governmenrexpenditures are zero. 

Suppose that the EC establishes an internal price equal topec. This results in an 
increase in producerretums equal to the shaded area above r, belowpec, and to the left of 
Sec. In order to achieve this gain in producer returns, the government must make an 
expenditure equal to (Y-Y d)(pec-r') i.e .• the highlighted ,rectangle. This expenditure reflects 
the amount the government must incur to make wheat produced in the EC competitive on the 
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world .market at a pricer'. Note that the world price has been lowered(rtor')asa result of 
the higher domestic 'price and the subsequent increased production in .theEe. 

The significant point is .that in .terms of achievingtbe objective of maximizing 
producer returns lessgovernmelltexpenditures, it may be desirable for the EC to adopt an 
internal price .that.is .above the world price. This is seen in Figure 1 t where the shaded area 
abover.belowpCC, and .to the left of Sec (the gain in producerretums) is greater than the 

highlighted area (Y~Yd)(pec-r'), the increase in government expenditures. In other woros,even 
when its influence on the world market price is accounted for. it may stiUbeoptimal for the 
He to supponproducer prices and subsidize exports. One of the reasons for this result is that. 
since consumers pay the internal price, an increase in production means thauhe EC does not 

have to make expenditures on the total production, but instead only on the amount exported. 
The result is that theEC is much more willing toe1<pandproduction internally. 

To funherexamine lhe.model.equations (9) and (lO)can be solved forq andp, 
respectively. to give the reaction functions RUS(p).and Rec(q), 

(11) RUS( C). _a + b(Xd +Yd)- b(2a +8) .. 1'1p 
p . q - 2b~+ 1 

(12) RCC(). _a+b(Xd+Yd)-b(a+28)+Yd(by+ 1)1y -b(3g 
q. p- 2by+l 

These reaction functions are, graphed !nFigure 2. TheinteI'$ectionofRUS60s(P) and Re&60s(Q) 

gives the Nash equilibrium prices,p· 60s and q* 60s. lnthe game described above. The 
subscript 60s has been added because as will be .seen, 'thepanern of prices in Figure 2 

corresponds to dlose existing during the 1960ssu~period. 
Also graphed. in Figure 2 are the equations describing perfect competition, i.e., 

qC60s(p) for the US, andpC60s(q) for the EC.The intersection of these two lines gives the 
price,pc60s=qC60s=rC60s, that would be established if both counuiesrefrained from 
intervening in their respective domestic ,markets. The equations forlbecompetitive - or free 

trade - case are 

(13) C( ) _a + b(X4+ ya) - b(a + 8) -byp 
qp- b~+ 1 

(14) C( ) _ a + b(xa + Yd)- b(a +8)- bl3q 
P q - by+ 1 

In order to see the impact of the domestic policies of the US and theEC on the world 

price, iso-world price lines have been drawn. These lines are labelledr*r* and rCrC, with r: < 

r*. The iso-world price lines are drawn .using the following equation 
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(15) l( ) _ a + b(Xd + Yd)-b(a +S) - f- byp 
q P - b~ 

where? isa fixed level of the world price. 
The prices assoc.iated with the iso~price lines can be shown on thep-axi~. This is done 

by drawing a line up to the line AA from the point where the iso-price linecros~s theq
axis~4 Moving across to thep-axis gives the price .associated withthepanicular iso-price line. 
The 45° line can be used to show the price on the q axis. To reflect the pattern of prices in the 
1960s, Figure 2 .has been drawn so thatp·60s exceeds qD

60s. with the world price, r·6(}s, lying 
above ·the competitive or fr~e,.tradeprice. As well, p*60sexceeds r·60s. 

Before 'the events of the last 30 years are examined in greater depth using this model, 
it is useful .to consider the relationship between the curves in Figure 2 in .more detail. The 
reaction curve RUS(p) will always lie below the free-trade line .qC(p) and will always have a 
steeper slope than the free-trade line. For the EC,theq-axis interceptor the ECreaction 
curve (Rec(q» will always exceed the q~axis interceptor the EC free-trade line. In addition, 
the slope ofRec(q) will always be less than that of the free-trade line. This means that the 
reaction curve will cut the free-trade line from below as .q is increased. 

Also shown in Figure 2 are iso-welfare linesfor the US and the EC. The welfare 
measure being used is the value of the objective functions in equations (4) and (5). The lines 
labelled W*and V· indicate the welfare of the EC and the US, respectively, at the Nash 
equilibrium, while the lines labelled we and ye indicate the welfare of the EC and US in 
free-trade. Since WC liesabovevt' ,the EC is better off at the Nash eqUilibrium than .it is in 
free trade. In fact, .as long .asq· < qC, theEC will always be better off at the Nash 
eqUilibrium than at .the free trade eqUilibrium. 

In the case of the US,the situation is different. As ,Figure 2 is drawn, the US is better 
off under the Nash equilibrium than it is under free trade. This follows because VC lies above 
V·. Depending upon the .curvatureofthe iso-welfare curve and the degree to which p* 
exceeds Pe. this need not be the case. For instance. if the iso-welfare curves were flatter,the.n 
V· could lie "above" the point (qC, pC). 

The implication of this is that the US may prefer the free trade regime to the Nash 
regime. If this is the case, itdoes not mean that the US would adopt free trade unilaterally. 
The nature of the Nash equilibrium means that if theEC has adopted the Nash solution, then 
the best response bytbe US is.to also adopt the Nash eqUilibrium price. What it does mean is 
that the US would prefer to seethe entire world trading environment governed by free trade. 

rather than by the set of policies that make up(q* , p*). 

4The line AA is deriv<:d as rouows. When f.:: O,the iso-price line. c/(P), and the curve pC(q) (equation 14) cross 

the q-:axisat.the .same poinlThis gives .. one point .on thelineAA. A second point on .AAis given by the wint of 

intersection af a horizontal line .at pC60s and a venical.line at theintersectian aBine r:rcand theq~axis. 

COMectingthesetwapoinrs gives line AA. 
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This point is important because it underscores the idea that different international 
policy regimes are possible. In the context of the discussion above t the competitive regime is 
identified· as free trade, while the Nash equilibrium is identified as "sU'ategic" in nature.s A .. 
will be pointed out below t the selection of the policy regime that countries wish to govern 
international trade is at the core of understanding international trade relations. This is 
particularly important in the analysis of the EEP and in the context of the GAIT 
negotiations. 

Finally. it should be noted that Figure 2 is drawn on the assumption that the strategic 
and free trade prices in the ECand the US are less thanpmax and qmax, respectively. In other 
words,. the equilibrium production under the two regimes is less than the maximum 

production that is possible in the two regions. If the supply constraints are binding,then the 
free-trade line and the reaction function for the US both become vertical at qmax, while the 
free-trade !ineand the reaction function for the EC both become horizontal at pm ax. 

Analysis of USIEC Wheat Trade 
The purpose of this section is to illustrate how the .majorevents in the wheat trade 

between the US and theEC .over the last 30 years can be explained with the aid of the 
political economy model developed above. 

As indicated above, Figure 2 provides a sketchof.the events during the 1960s sub
period. In an effort to raise the world price and increase returns, the US restricted output. In 
the context of the model developed above, this means that the US set an internal price (q-60s) 

that was less than the world price (and less than qC60s, the free trade price).6 The reduction in 
output raised the world price so that it exceededrC60s. At the same time, theEC established a 
domestic price (P*60s) that exceeded .the world price. 

It is likely that both regions found the resulting outcome to be preferable to free trade, 
at least during the early part of the 1960s. This has been reflected in Figure 2 by drawing W
and V-below we and VC,respectively. However, it is possible that by the end of the 1960s, 
the US may have felt that a different policy regime would be more beneficial. Suchan 
interpretation would be consistent with the US abandoning the cooperative arrangement they 
had with Canada throughout the 1960s. It is interesting that increases in production by the EC 

!iSee Harris for.a discussion of strategic trade and the new protectionism literat!..lIe. 

6 A key component of US domestic policy durillg the 1960s was the establishment of a target price that exceeded 

the world price. The model developed above does not explicitly consider a target price, primarily because this 

would introduce another choice variable and would campiic.:i~ the analysis immensely. A partial explanation 

ftprthetarget price is that .it .represented a method oftrdJlsferring income from government 10 fanners. lnthe 

context of the objectiveCWlction in equation (4) •. thistransferleaves the value of.theobjective function 
I 

unchanged. Of course. a more complete explanation would also hz.ve to focus on the .role .of .the target .price in 

providing fanners with an incentive to participate in the acreage set~aside program. 
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and/or by other importing and exporting countries (e.g., Australia) could effect this shift in 
US preferences. More specifically. an outward shift and an increase in the steepness of the 
EC supply curve andlor a shift inwards of the excess demand curve has the effect of making 
US welfare .atthe Nash equilibrium less than .to US welfare under free trade. 

Figure 3 illustrates the situation existing. in the mid-1970s sub-period and compares it 
to the situation in th" ! 960s. There are two major differences between the curves in this 
diagram and those in Figure 2. The f11'st is that the reaction curves and the free trade curves 
for the mid·1910s (denoted by subscript 70s) are shifted outwards. This reflects a shift 
outwards of the excess demand CUlVe for wheat, which in turn was caused by decreases in 
production in some of the importing nations. 

The second difference is that the reaction curves and the free trade C1!\tves for the mid· 
1970sare drawn as discontinuous. As explained above, discontinuities .arise if a capacity 

constraint exits. It is argued dlat this was the case for both the US and theEC during the mid-
1970s. Evidence for the exist~nce oia capacity constraint can be found in the substantial 
literature that emerged during this period examining the question of the capacity of the food 
and fibre system.7 

Although the .capacity constraint was short run in nature, it nevertheless had a 
significant impact. One of the outcomes is that the free-trade and the Nash equilibrium prices 
are identical. This follows because the reaction functions and free-trade lines are identical at 
pmax and qmax. Note also that as a result of the production constraints, the world price is 
significantly higher than it would be in the absence of such constraints (compare rmaxrm~ to 
r*r*). Domestic policy in both regions can be interpreted as one in which output is 
"restricted" at xmM and yntaX and in which fanners are paid the world price. This explanation 

is consistent with the observation ;above that both the US and the EC let the world price 
govern production decisions in their countries duringthemid-1970s. 

The capacity constraints that existed. in the mid-1970s were short-lived. Fu-st, the 
supply curves in both the US and the Be continued to shift outwards due totechnol( ~ical 
change. This shift was greater in the EC than in the US; over the period 1960-85,yj~lds in 
the Be increased 3.6 percent per year, compared to 1.4 percent per year in the US (Caner,et. 
al.), Second, the expondemandcurve shifted inwards due to increased production in 

importing and exporungcounmes. 
The result of these shifts was aretum ~ID: a wo&ld wheat market that had many of the 

characteristics of the.market in the 1960s. The US was once againrestticting supply, while 
the domestic price in the EC was above the world price. A major difference, however, existed 
between the situation in the late 1970s and that in the 1960s -- the EC was now a netexponer. 

Although the internal price in the EC was similar to that in the 1960st the shift outwards of 

7ForiJlStance,.see Yeh et aI. and Spielmann and Weeks. 
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the SQPply cwve had resulted in sufficiently increased production that the region was now 
.exporting wheat. 

The results of these changes are shown in Figure 4. Under the strategic policy regime, 
the internal US price (q·70s/80s) is less than the world price (r" 70s/80s) and the free trade price 
(rC70s/80s), while the domestic ECprice (P·70s/80s) is greater than the world price. Since V· 
andW· lie below YC and WC,respectively, both regions prefer the strategic policy regime to 

the free trade regime. The implication is that the US has found it optimal to once again 
restrict output, while the EC has found it optimal to continue its 'Policy ofraising the 
domestic wheat price above the world level. 

While both regions gain from the strategic policies that are pursued, Figure 4 
indicates that the benefit to the EC is greater than that to the US. This is to be expected, since 

the strategies pursued by the two regions are in some sense polar opposites .. While the EC is 

attempting to increase production, the US is attempting.to reduce production. Asaresult,the 
US is acting in a manner that accommodates the EC, while the EC is acting in manner that 
exploits the US. More specifically t the reduction in outp.ut by the US and the resulting world 

price rise helps to reduce the cost to the EC of raising their domestic price. This makes it less 
costly ft')t the EC to raise their internal price. The effect of a higher EC internal price is to 

increase production and reduce the world price, thereby adversely affecting the US. 

A number of changes occurred between the early 1980s and the mid·1980s, including 
a further shift outwards of the EC supplycwve relative to the US supply curve, a steepening 
of the EC supply curve, and a shift inwards of the excess demand curve. The shift outwards 
of the EC supply curve is a result of continued growth in yields in that region, while the 

steepening of the EC supply curve reflects the notion that as yields become larger, additional 

increases in production in the short run become increasingly difficult. The shift inwards ·of 
the excess demand curve reflected, in pan, continued production increases in countries like 
Canada and the US. These shifts are reflectl"d in the curves drawn in Figure S. 

As was discussed above, it is possible that shifts in the parameters of the supply 

curves and the expon demand curve can have the effect of making the strategic policy regime 
less favourable to the US than some other policy regime such as free trade (Le., V*liesabove 
VC). This is .the situation shown in Figure S. 

The internal policy shifts that occurred in the US since 1985 are explainable by 
Figure 5. Since V·liesabove VC, the US would prefer the free trade solution over the 
strategic solution. The EC, however, prefers the strategic solution to free trade (W'I/I lies 
below WC). As long as the EC continues to adopt a. strategic policy, the best response for ihe 
US is to also adopt the strategic policy . The US. therefore, finds itself in a dilemma. 

One way out of the dilemma is for the US to adopt .a policy that has the effect of 

making the EC worse off than under free trade. In this way. the US could get the EC to 

abandon a strategic policy and move to free trade. The problem with this is that in order to 
make the Ee worse off, the US has to make itself worse off. If the Ee believes that the US is 
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not willing to. sustain these losses, then it will refuse to alter it:.) poUcy to any great extent. In 
order to circumvent this problem, the US needs to make its threat credible, i.~.t it needs to 
indicate that it will not abandon its policies no Maner how high the costs. 

In this light,the reduction in the loan rate as part of the 1985Fann Bill and the 
subsequent introduction of the EEP can be seen as attempts by the US to. alter the payoff to 
the EC of maintaining a relatively high domestic price. Forinstancet the reduction in the lean 
rate meant there was an increase in the quantity that the US was willing to. expo.rt. In Figure 5 

this can be interpreted as an increase in the US dames tic price fromq· mid 80s to qFB. In. the 
short run, theEC maintained its. internal price atpllt midgOs and the world price fell torFBmld 
80s- As .a consequence. the welfare of the EC fell to WFB, while the welfare ·oCthe· US fell 
toVFB. 

Although this 'policy change had an effect on. EC welfare. since WFB lies below we, 
the EC found that it was better off behaving strategically and retaining a high internal price. 
It should be noted that the optimalinJernal price for the EC declined as a result of the change, 
in US policy (this price can be found by drawing a line from the intersection of the vertical 
line FannBill and theEC reaction curve (Rt..Cmid80s(Q»to the P axis), This result is 
condlt~r~t with the moderate decline in support pricesthathtt,ve .occurred in the EC since 

\t ·t~ '. 

19&5. 'i:'iowevef, if the US was going to get the EC to fundamentally alter its agricultural 
policy, a greater change in US policy was required. 

The EEP canre viewed as this more substantive change. Figure 6 ilh].)trates the effect 
of the introduction of theEEP. The EEP is modeled as a venicallin~ at a US internal price 
considerably higher than the prices that the US was operating with during me early 1980s. 
This is appropriate •. since in conjunction with the introduction' oftheEEP. the US continued 
with relativelyhigli targetprices t while removing the ac~~ge !~et·aside r.~strictions. The 
effect of this was to allowunconstraineddomesnc productior~ .\\t the target price. 

In addition to implying a substantial drop in 'the optimal EC internal ,price (P*mid 80s 

to pEEPJate 80s), the introduction of the EEP also means that the welfare of theEC is 
substantially reduced from what it would be had the US adopted the Nash strategy (WEEP 
compared to W*). The introduction of the EEP can therefore be seen as a way of the US 

making an alternative policy regime (e.g., free .trade) more attractive to the fe. More 
specifically, since WEEP lies above we, the EEC wouldp~fer the free trade regime to a 
regime where the US was operating the EEP, The EEP can thus be seen to provide backing to. 

the US position at the GAIT talks of supporting the removal of all government subsidies. 
The success of the EEP in forcing theEC to alter their agricultural policy, however, 

rests on the degree.to which the US is able to make the EEP a credible threat. At one level the 
EEP'is nota credible threat, since as a result of pursuing this policy, the welfare of the US is 
reduced from V· to VEEP, This is perhaps one of me reasons why theEC has not offered any 

major concessions at GA TI. At another level, however, the US has been attempting to make 
theEEP credible by indicating to the world that it will continue IheEEP no matter what the 
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consequences. The failure of the US to respond to criticisms from countries like Canada and 
Australia that the US has been attacking these countries'traditional export markets, as well 
as the Bush administration 's granting of what is essentially a blank cheque to the USDA to 
administer the EEP t can be seen as ways of indicating that the US will not back down. 

You Can 'tGet ThereFrom Here 

The analysis above has provided a framework for examining the agricultural Policies 
implemented by the US and the EC over the last 30 years. The purpose ·of this section is to 

use this framework for evaluating the likelihood .anddirection of changes in policy in the two 
regions. In pan1cular, it will be shown that while some changes in policy are possible,major 

shifts in poUcyare likely to be quite difficult without alterations in the underlying 
institutional framework. One of the conclusions drawn is .that it maybe nearly impossible to 
obtain cenain .policy solutions given the current starting point. 

The focus so far intltispaper has been between the strategic regime and the free-trade 
regime. The free trade solution isa natural comparisonpoint,notonly because of its 

importance in economic theory, but because the opening negotiating position of the US at 

GAIT was very much along these lines. However, despite what hasheen said about the US 
making the EEP a credible threat, the possibility of free trade as the foundation fora solution 

at GAIT does not look very promising (see, for example, Runge). 

One reason is that moving to free trade involves extremely high economic costs for 

the EC. Not only is WEEP a much lower level of welfare than could be obtained under other 

policies, moving to free trade would involve dismantling agricultural policy in the EC. The 

social andpolitical~osts of such a transformation are likely to be extremely large. In 
addition, while free trade was espoused by the US at the start of the GA TItaiks, the adoption 

of other policies can lead to greater levels of welfare for the US. In fact, as long as the US is 
a dominant player in the world wheat market, it will be .advantageous for it to use its market 

power and move away from free trade. 
Of course, the strategic solution discussed above and free trade are not the only 

alternative international policy regimes. Another possibility is for the US and the EC to adopt 

a c:ooperative solution. If the Nash eqUilibrium is .taken .asthe starting point for negotiations, 

then tbepossible combinations of internal prices in the EC and the US that would make both 

parties better off are given by the contract curve BB'. Note that if the Nash equilibrium is 

taken as the starting point, then it is implicitly assumed that the EC does not view the EEP as 

a credible threat. 
Adopting a position alongBB'means that domestic prices in both the US and the EC 

would have to be reduced, which .in tum implies a reduction in production. Both panies may 

find this difficult to accept. In the case of the EC :he internal price under a cooperative 

agreement of this type would be below the world price. This means that.the EC would have 

to introduce an e.xport tax or find some other method of reducing output. 
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The flI'Stof these is outside any current. or historical policy set of theEC, while 

reductions in outpUt m~yprove difficult without production and yield records for individual 
producers, something the ECgenerally lacks. In addition, any reduction in .output implicitly 
involves a value judgment about which farmers should bear the cost and which should 

benefit. The political difficulties and c.osts of attempting to make these judgements could be 

quite large. The only way a reduction in output might be possible would be if it was linked to 

some other issue such as the environment. In this case selective reductions in outpUt could be 

possiblethrQugh the purchase of land for conservation purposes. Such a policy, however, 

carries a very large government spending burden. 

While the US has a policy framework in place for reducing production, it may be 

reluctant to do so. One reason is that reducing production would give up market share to 

countries like Canada and Australia, countries that were viewed as free riders during the late 

1970s and early 1980s. This suggests a cooperative solution between the US and theEC may 

hinge on the participation of other countries. 

If the EEP is viewed as a credible threat, then the relevant portion of the contract 

curve is the line CC'. The difficulties associated with choosing a point along this line are 

similar to those outlined above. In fact, attempts to select a point along B'C' maybe even 

more difficult than reaching a point alongBB'. The reason is that points in this region of the 

contract curve involve an .even greater reduction .in the output of the EC .than is the case in the 

range BB t. The importance of this is that US attemp.ts (such astheEEP) to alter the payoffs 

to the ECmaynot make it any easier to reach a cooperative agreement. In fact, they could 

lead to intransigency on the part of the EC if it is felt they were an attempt to push the EC 

into accepting a bargaining "'\utcome in the BC' region. 

It was argued at the beginning oithe paper that the institutional framework. plays an 

critical pan indetennining the types of policies that can be put in place. One institutional 

element that plays an important role in this model is the willingness of the EC consumers to 

pay the world price. 

Suppose it is assumed that .EC consumers pay the world price rather than the internal 

price. This change in assumption reflects an institutional change in who pays the costs and 

who receives the benefits of agricultural policy, i.e., areweighting of political welfare 

weights. As will be seen, it also requires a complete change in the policy instruments that .are 

used. 

As a result of this change in assumptions, the objective function for the EC becomes 

max 
p 
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The ftrSt-orderconditions for the ECare similar to. those derived above for .the US, Le.,r - by 
=p. This implies .that the optima! policy for the EC is to always set an intemal price below 
the world price. 

Figure 7 shows this result graphically. The reaction curve Rec6(q) lies everywhere 
below the free trade line, pC(q) , and. has a smaller slope (the symbol A indicates a change in 
the objective function). The intersection of this line with RUS(p) gives the new Nash 
equilibrium. At this .equilibrium, the internal price in both tbe US (q6) and the EC (pA) are 
less than the world price (rA), implying that both regions are cutting back production. The 
ability of.the EC to implement such a reduction depends on its .ability to alter its domestic 
agricultural policy instruments. This, ·of course, is one .of the institutional changes required to 
reach the Nash equilibrium. 

In terms of welfare, the US clearly benefits from the change in the EC objective 
function. since V6 lies below yo. Since the EC has altered itsobj~tivefunction, iris not 
possible rosay whether that region is better or worse off. Since r6 is greater than .p., 
consumers in the Ee are worse off. Government expenditures will be less, since export 
subsidies are no longer required. Thus, taxpayers are better off. Producers may be better or 
worse off. Although the price they receive(p6) is greater than what it was previously (p*), 
output has been reduced. As outlined above, this institutional change involves a transfer of 
political weight among different groups in society. This suppons Rausser's point that major 
changes in agriculturalpolicy are only possible through shifts in the relative power of 
different interest groups. 

At least two other conclusions can be drawn from this example. First. it shows that a 
change lnthe institutional mangement isrequiredto.getmajorpolicy changes. It is in this 
regard that decouplingshouldbe seen, since an effective decouplingof agricultural policies 
requires that tax payers (and/or governments) be willing to pay the cost of the income 
ttansfers and that fanners be willing toacr.epttheir pay.ment in the fonn of income transfers 
rather than in the fonn of a commodity price. 

S~cond, the chang~ in institutions gives rise to other possibilities that were not 
attainablebefor~. For instance,a cooperative .agreement between the US and the HC is now 
much more likely given the changes outli 'ed aoove.With the alteration in their objective 
function. the EC is now a ttaditional oligol>:~)jst Hke the US. Asa result, there is now an 
incentive for the two parties to reach an agreement where their market power can be utilized. 
As well, the ECnow has the policy instruments in place with which to. implement a 
cooperative agreement. 

Conclusion 
This paper has developed apolitical economy model to explain the broad elements of 

agricultural policy in the ECandthe US over the last 30 years. Among the elements 
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incorporated in this model are political power, international market power,and institutional 
constraints. 

Despite the rather large changes that have occurred over the last .30 years in the world 
wheat .market, it is concluded lhatagricultural policy in the US .and the EC.can be explained 
in terms of a relatively stable set of institutions and political weights. This, however, may not 

be true in the future. Ttraditional agricultural policies in the ECandthe US appear to 'have 

evolved to the point where a stable equilibrium no longer exists. The nature of this instability 

is characterized in terms of the US accommodating the policies of the EC, with the ,EC 
exploiting the policies of the US. The introduction of the EEP is one of the manifestations of 

this instability. 

The future policy direction of the US and the EC is uncertain. One of the conclusions 
of this paper is that in order for major policy changes to occur, fundamental changes are 
required in the institutional framework. While suchchartges are possible, and are all the more 
likely given the current policy disequilibrium, .thenature of these institutional.changes is 

unknown, in pan because ofa lack of such changes in the past. 
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Table 1 Wheat Producuon. Expons and Market Share, U.S. and EC,1960-1988 

United States ,European Community 

Year Production Net Exports Market P,rildudion Net Exports Market 
Omeons) Share 

.~~ 

(lm22rts) Share 
(rnmt) (tnmt) (%) " .(nimt) (mmt) (%) 

1960 36~9 17.8 41 33.7 (10.3) (24) 
1961 33.5 19.5 41 32.1 (10.1) (21) 
1962 29.7 17 .. 7 38 41.9 (4.7) (to) 
1963 31.2 23.0 40 35::.> (5.8) (10) 
1964 34.9 19.7 36 40.S (3.1) (6) 
1965 35.8 23.2 38 42.9 (4.0) (7) 
1966 35.5 21.0 36 37.7 (4.4) (8) 
1967 41.0 20.8 39 44.2 (2.1) (4) 
1968 42.4 14.8 29 44.4 (2.8) (6) 
1969 39.3 16.4 29 42.5 (1.4) (3) 
1970 36.8 20.2 36 41.3 (6.9) (12) 
i971 44.1 16.6 29 48.3 (2.4) .(4) 
1972 42.1 30.9 42 .~ 48.4 (0.1) 
1973 46.6 33.1 4S 47.7 (0.6) 
1974 48.5 27.7 40 52.7 1.9 3 
1975 57.9 31.9 43 45.1 2.2 3 
197.6 58.5 25.8 37 46.6 0.5 1 
1977 55.7 30.6 '\1 44.5 (0.6) {n 
1978 48.3 32.5 39 55.3 3.6 4 
1979 58.1 37.4 40 53.2 5.8 6 
1980 64.8 41.2 43 61.5 10;3 11 
1981 75.8 48.2 45 58.1 10;0 10 
1982 75.3 41.1 38 64.7 11.8 11 
1983 65.9 38.9 3S 63.8 11.8 11 
1984 70.6 38.8 33 82.8 15.3 13 
1985 66.0 24.9 25 71.:8 12.8 15 
1986 56.9 27.3 71.9 14.0 
1987 57.3 43.3 71.6 12.3 
1988 49~6 38.1 76.7 16.0 

Blanks indicate data not available; - indicates zero. 
Source: Caner, McCalla, and Schmitz, Table 2-10; United States Department of Agriculture. 

Foreign Agricultural Service,W (Jrid Grain SiluationandOuliook. 



Table.2 Historical Wheat Prices, U.S. andEC, 1960-1989 

World United States Euro£!:anCornmunit~ 
Year Pricea U.S. Target U.S. Loan Target 

Price Rate Price 
(U.5.$/mt) (U.S$/mO ecu/mt 

1960 72.80 65.40 63.93 
1961 75.70 65.77 67.24 
1962 82.30 73.49 74.96 
1963 79.00 73.49 69.08 
1964 59.20 73.49 47.77 
1965 58.80 73.49 45.93 
1966 67.60 94.43 45.93 
1967 58.40 95.90 45.93 
1968 51.10 96.64 45.93 
1969 51.80 101.78 45.93 
1970 56.60 103.62 45.93 
1971 58.10 107.66 45.93 
1972 81.90 110.97 45.93 
1973 165.70 124.56 45.9.3 114.94 
1974 154.30 75.32 50.34 127.93 
1975 137.40 75.32 50.34 139.44 
1976 105.80 84.14 82.67 152.00 
1977 99.90 106.56 82.67 158.08 
1978 124.20 124.93 8635 162.39 
1979 156.20 124.93 91.86 201.42 
1980 163.50 133.38 110.23 214.01 
1981 156.90 139.99 117.58 230.55 
1982 144.80 148.81 130.44 250.61 
1983 141.10 158.00 134.11 261.41 
1984 137.40 160~94 121.25 259.08 
1985 120.50 160.94 121.25 254.98 
1986 99.90 160.94 88.18 
1987 108.80 160.94 83.78 255.10 
1988 155.43 81.20 250.30 
1989 150.65 75.69 241.08 
aNo.2 Hard Winter Wheat. Kansas City, ordinary protein 
Blanks indicate data not available. 

Threshold 
Price 

ecu/mt 

112.80 
125.10 
136.45 
149.30 
155.15 
159.40 
197.45 
209.20 
225.55 
245.61 
256.43 
254.05 
249 .• 95 

251.39 
245.68 
236.74 

21 

Euro~an Community 
Target Threshold 

Price Price: 
£/ton £/ton 

76.02 74,39 

102.99 131.09 

142.63 139.54 

160.28 157.17 

168.04 164 .• 95 

169.09 166.05 

Source: United States Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service,Wheat 
Situation and Ourlook Yearbook; United States Depanment of Agriculture, ASCS Commodity 
Fact Sheer; Commission of the .European Community, The Agricultural Situation in.the 
Community, 
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Figure 4 Reaction Functions .and Iso-Welfare Curves for the United States 
and the European Community, Late 1970s/Early 1980s 
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Figure 5 Reaction Functions and Iso-Welfare Curves for the United States 
and the European Community t Mid 1980s 
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Figure 6 Reaction Functions and Iso-WeifareCurves for the United States 
and the European Community, Late 1980s 
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Figure 7 The Effect of Institutional Change on the US and the Ee 




